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The model of Sto hasti Petri nets (SPN) with a produ t
form solution (Π -net) is a lass of nets for whi h there is an analyti
expression of the steady state probabilities w.r.t. markings, as for produ t
form queueing networks w.r.t. queue lengths. In this paper, we prove new
important properties of this kind of nets. First we provide a polynomial
time (w.r.t. the size of the net stru ture) algorithm to he k whether a
SPN is a Π -net. Then, we give a purely stru tural hara terization of
SPN for whi h a produ t form solution exists regardless the parti ular
values of probabilisti parameters of the SPN. We all su h nets Π nets. We also present untimed properties of Π -nets and Π -nets su h like
liveness, rea hability, deadlo k freeness and hara terization of rea hable
markings. The omplexity of the rea hability and the liveness problems is
also addressed for Π -nets and Π -nets. These results omplement previous
studies on these lasses of nets and improve the appli ability of Produ t
Form solutions.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

Sto hasti Petri nets (SPNs) are a powerful tool for modelling and evaluating
the performan e systems involving on urren y, non determinism, and syn hronization, su h as parallel and distributed systems, ommuni ation networks, et .
The sto hasti semanti s of SPN have been proven to be a Continuous Time
Markov Chain and steady state analysis an thus be expressed as the solution of
a system of equilibrium equations, one for ea h possible marking of their state
spa e. The major problem in the omputation of performan e measures using
SPNs is thus the size of the rea hability set of these models that in reases exponentially both with the number of tokens in the initial marking and with the
number of pla es in the net. As a onsequen e, the dimension of this rea hability
set and the time omplexity of the solution pro edure pre lude, in the general
⋆
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ase, the dire t exa t numeri al evaluation of many interesting models. To ope
with this problem, we an rst a ept non exa t performan e measures. The
two main approa hes developed in this area are dis rete-event simulation and
approximate methods. Bounds omputation methods provide more reliable information about the the performan e indi es. However, if we wish to obtain the
exa t values of performan e measures, then we may improve numeri al methods
solving the underlying mathemati al problem (linear or dierential systems of
equations) and/or we may relate the stru ture of the model to the properties of
these underlying mathemati al obje ts.
One su essful approa h in this last dire tion is the produ t form analysis
(PFA) for Queueing Networks (QN), that is the expression of basi performan e
indi es of QN, su h as steady state probabilities, mean throughputs, utilization,
et ., as fun tions of the model parameters (servi e rates, routing probabilities,
properties of the servi e stations, et .). The rst stru tural property involved in
PFA is obviously the setting up of the model as a olle tion of servi e stations
bounded with paths taken by " lients". From this stru ture, PF solutions may
be proven for several lasses of QN by examination of sets of some kind of "lo al
balan e equations", for instan e equations established for ea h station. Se ond,
spe i des riptions of the state spa e of PF-QN lead to important relations. For
instan e, the onvolution algorithms [21℄ and the Mean Value Analysis (MVA)
method [4℄ are based upon re ursive relations between models with state spa es
with dierent number of lients. Unfortunately, (the standard version of) PF-QN
oer limited possibilities for what on erns syn hronization between lients a tivities. This situation was one of the main motivations in the study of Sto hasti
Petri Nets (SPN) with a Produ t form solution (PF-SPN). First results about
PF-SPN were established in [15℄ based on the stru ture of the rea hability graph
of the net. Re ently, several authors proposed stru tural su ient onditions for
a Petri net to be a PF-SPN. These results are summarized in Se tion 2. The
present paper supplements previous results for PF-SPN regarding four important issues.
Membership Problem for SPN with PF solution As we will see in Se tion
2, a straightforward veri ation pro edure for de iding whether a given SPN has
a PF solution requires the omputation of all minimal T-semiows of the marked
net (T-semiows are stru tural invariants of Petri nets (PN), see Se tion 2). It
is however known that the number of minimal T-semiows an be exponential
in the number of transitions (e.g., [17℄). In fa t, we establish a polynomial time
algorithm to de ide whether a SPN has a PF solution.
Rate independent stru tural hara terization of PF-SPN Previous riteria for PF-SPN have two drawba ks: they are only su ient onditions, and
they involve properties of the rates of the transitions of the net. We present
a ne essary and su ient stru tural ondition on nets to admit a PF solution
whatever the rates of its transitions. Hen e we prove a rate-independent stru tural hara terization of PF-SPN. Moreover, this riterion an be he ked in
polynomial time.
Untimed properties of PF-SPN We investigate untimed properties for the

lass of PF-SPN. Sin e many results (deadlo k-freeness, liveness, et .) have been
established for several known lasses of PN, it an be valuable to point out the
relation between PF-SPN and these lasses.
Rea hability Set properties E ient numeri al solutions for PF-SPN} require to hara terize subsets of rea hable markings. It is hen e important to
have a stru tural riterion for rea hable markings (e.g., a method based on the
minimal P-semiows, a method based on the net state equation, et .). We present
new results about these possible riteria.
The organization of the paper is the following: in Se tion 2, we review SPN
and previous results about Π -nets. Se tion 3 presents the veri ation pro edure
for PF-SPN and a series of results about the lass of PF-SPN in relation to
other lasses of Petri nets. In Se tion 3.3 we dene the new lass, Π -nets, of PFSPN orresponding to rate independent riteria for a PF solution together with
globally dependent rates. Untimed properties of Π -nets are studied in Se tion
4. The on lusion summarizes results presented in the paper.
2

Ba kground and notations

2.1 Sto hasti Petri nets
One may nd introdu tory presentations of Petri net on epts for instan e in
[19, 20, 26℄. We remind the reader only with denitions ne essary to understand
produ t form results for sto hasti Petri nets.
A marked sto hasti Petri net is a 5-tuple SP N = (P, T , W, Q, m0 ), where
P and T are disjoint sets of pla es and transitions (with |P| = np and |T | = nt),
W := (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) → IN denes the weighted ow relation: if W (j, i) > 0
(resp. W (i, j) > 0) then we say that there is an ar from tj to pi , with weight
or multipli ity W (j, i) (resp. there is an ar from pi to tj with weight W (i, j)),
Q is the set of transition ring rates drawn from exponential distributions, and
m0 is the initial marking.
For a given transition tj ∈ T , its preset and postset are given by • tj =
{pi | W (i, j) > 0} and tj • = {pi | W (j, i) > 0}, respe tively. In the same manner
we an dene the preset and postset of a given pla e.
For any transition tj , from the weighted ow relation we an the dene the input
ve tor i(tj ) = [W (1, j), W (2, j), . . . , W (|P|, j)] and the output ve tor o(tj ) =
[W (j, 1), W (j, 2), . . . , W (j, |P|)]. From the weighted ow relation we an also
dene the in iden e matrix C with entries C[i, j] = W (j, i) − W (i, j).
A transition tj is enabled in a marking m i m ≥ i(tj ). Being enabled, tj may
o ur (or re) yielding a new marking m′ = m + C[., j] (C[., j] is the j th olumn
tj

of C), and this is denoted by m−→m′ . The set of all the markings rea hable
from m0 is alled rea hability set, and is denoted by RS(m0 ).
Semiows are non-null natural annullers of C. Right and left annullers are alled
T- and P-(semi)ows respe tively. A semiow is alled minimal when its support
(i.e., the set ksk of the non-zero omponents of ve tor s) is not a proper superset
of the support of any other, and the g. .d. of its elements is one.

2.2 Previous Produ t Form solution results for sto hasti Petri nets
A lass of SPNs hara terized by the fa t that the stationary probability distribution of any net in this lass an be fa tored into a produ t of terms has
been introdu ed [11, 13℄. Nets possessing this property are alled Produ t-Form
Sto hasti Petri Nets (PF-SPNs) and are easily identied by the riteria proposed in [2, 7, 11, 13℄.
Let x1 , x2 , . . . , xh denote the minimal T-semiows found from the in iden e
matrix. The following denitions are essential to the analysis of the SPNs that
have Produ t Form Solution.

Denition
1. S
A subset of transitions T ′ (T ′ ⊆ T ) is said to be losed if
S
denition of a losed set of transtj ∈T ′ o(tj ). An alternative
tj ∈T ′ i(tj ) =
S
itions is the following: let R(T ′ ) = tj ∈T ′ {i(tj ) ∪ o(tj )} be the set of input and
output bags for transitions in T ′ . The subset of transitions T ′ is said to be losed
if for any l ∈ R(T ′ ) there exists ti , tj ∈ T ′ su h that l = i(ti ) and l = o(tj ); that
is, ea h output bag is also an input bag for some transition in T ′ , and vi e-versa
ea h input bag is also an output bag.
Denition 2. N is a Π -net if ∀ tj ∈ T there exists a minimal T-semiow x
su h that tj ∈ ||x||, and ||x|| is a losed set.
In other words, N is a Π -net if all transitions are overed by losed support
minimal T-semiows.

Example of Π -net Figure 1(a) shows a net satisfying Denition 2. We an see
that there are two minimal T-semiows x1 = [1, 0, 1, 0] and x2 =
[[0, 1, 0, 1],
with ||x1 || = {t1 , t3 } and ||x2 || = {t2 , t4 }. We an observe that
i(tj ) =
{[1, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 1, 0]} =
[

tj ∈||x2 ||

[

tj ∈||x1 ||

o(tj ) and

[

tj ∈||x1 ||

i(tj ) = {[1, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]} =

tj ∈||x2 ||

o(tj ). Both T-semiows have losed support set. Sin e any transition be-

longs to a losed support minimal T-semiow, this net is a Π -net.
The denition of Π -nets was originally motivated while studying the problem of nding produ t form solution for SPNs [2, 7, 11, 13℄. More pre isely, for
the SPNs having the Π property, there exists a positive solution for the tra
equations (see below). In a Π -net we denote by Xc = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xl } the set
of losed support minimal T-semiows. Among the minimal losed support Tsemiows, we an identify a relation that an be used to derive the PFS. Two
dierent minimal losed support T-semiows x′ and x′′ are said to be freely related, denoted as (x′ , x′′ ) ∈ F R, if there exist tj ∈ ||x′ || and th ∈ ||x′′ || su h that
i(tj ) = i(th ). The relation FR∗ is the transitive losure of FR. It is easy to see
that the relation FR∗ yields a partitioning of the set of minimal losed support
T-semiows. Be ause any tj an belong to only one FR- lass, the partition of
T-semiows leads to a partition of transitions. In the following we denote by
C(tj ) the set of the partition to whi h transition t belongs.
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Examples of Π -net s

As for Queueing Networks, PF solutions for SPN are based on the analysis of underlying Markov hains (MC). Instead of reasoning in terms of the
MC with states as markings, it is more onvenient to study an auxiliary MC
with states being the input (or output) ve tors i(t), alled the routing proess [11℄ of the SPN. The innitesimal generator Q ofPthis MC is dened by:
q(i(tj ), o(tj )) = µ(i(tj ))P[i(tj ), o(tj )] with µ(i(tj )) = i(th )=i(tj ) µh . P[a, b] is
the routing probability from a = i(tj ) to b: it an be omputed by examining the
various transitions enabled after the ring of tj and µh is the usual rate of SPN
transition th . For the sake of simpli ity, we present all the results by assuming
that the transition rates are marking independent. In [10℄ results are presented
with several kinds of marking dependent transition ring rates.
The tra equations of the routing pro ess are the global balan e equations
of this MC. Denoting with v(i(tj )) the so- alled visit-ratio to node i(tj ), these
equations an be stated as:
X
∀ tj ∈ T , v(i(tj )) =
(1)
v(i(th ))P[i(th ), i(tj )]
th ∈T

Bou herie and Sereno [2℄ showed that tra equations and stru tural properties
of a net are losely related.

Theorem 1 (from [2℄). Let N = (P, T , W, Q, m0 ) be a SPN. There is a non
null positive solution for the Tra Equations (1) i N is a Π -net.
The existen e of a positive solution for the Tra Equations (1) is not a
su ient ondition to assert a Produ t-Form Solution for the SPN. The following
result from Coleman et al. [7℄ and [11℄, states that the equilibrium distribution
has a produ t-form over the pla es of the SPN whenever one additional ondition
holds. Let us denote f = v/µ with v a solution for the tra equations, and dene
the ve tor wf = [w1 , . . . , wn ] as
· µ
¶
µ
¶
µ
¶¸
f (i(t1 ))
f (i(t2 ))
f (i(tnt ))
wf = log
(2)
, log
, · · · , log
f (o(t1 ))
f (o(t2 ))
f (o(tnt ))

There may be many fun tions f that derive from solutions for the tra equations. However ea h one is unique up to a multipli ative onstant in ea h FR∗
lass. This implies that the ratio f (i(ti ))/f (o(ti )) is invariant.

Theorem 2 (Produ t-Form for Equilibrium Distribution of SPN, (from
[7, 11℄)). Let f = v/µ with v a solution for the tra equations. The equilibrium
distribution for the SPN has the form
np

π(m) =

1 Y mi
y
G i=1 i

∀ m ∈ RS(m0 )

(3)

if and only if Rank (C) = Rank ([C | wf ]) where [C | wf ] is the matrix C
augmented with the row wf and G a normalization onstant. In this ase, the
np- omponent ve tor r = [log(y1 ), . . . , log(ynp )], satises the matrix equation
−r.C = wf .
It must be noted that, generally, the ondition Rank (C) = Rank ([C | wf ])
depends on the rates of the transitions of the net and not only on the stru ture
of the net.

2.3 Examples of Π -nets
Let us present two detailed examples of Π -nets. The rst one omplements
the study of the net of Figure 1(a) and the se ond one shows a more omplex
situation about the rank ondition of Theorem 2. The reader will also nd an
example of an unbounded Π -net in Se tion 4.3.

Example 1 In this example we briey review the pro edure used to obtain the

equilibrium distribution for the Π -net depi ted in Figure 1(a). For additional
details the reader is referred to [2, 7, 1113℄. Sin e we know that the SPN is a
Π -net, there is a solution for the Tra equations (1):
v(i(t1 )) = v(i(t3 ))
v(i(t2 )) = v(i(t4 ))

v(i(t3 )) = v(i(t1 ))
v(i(t4 )) = v(i(t2 ))

One solution is v(i(t1 )) = v(i(t3 )) = v(i(t2 )) = v(i(t4 )) = 1, from whi h we
obtain f (i(t1 )) = 1/µ1 , f (i(t3 )) = 1/µ3 , f (i(t2 )) = 1/µ2 , and f (i(t4 )) = 1/µ4 .
The row ve tor wf is:
wf = [log(f (i(t1 ))/f (i(t3 )), log(f (i(t2 ))/f (i(t4 ))), log(f (i(t3 ))/f (i(t1 ))), log(f (i(t4 ))/f (i(t2 )))]
= [log(µ3 /µ1 ), log(µ4 /µ2 ), log(µ1 /µ3 ), log(µ2 /µ4 )]

The rank ondition Rank (C) = Rank ([C | wf ]) gives us:




−1 −1 1 1
−1 −1 1 1
 0 −1 0 1 


 0 −1 0 1 
 = Rank  1 0 −1 0 
Rank 


 1 0 −1 0 
 0 1 0 −1 
0 1 0 −1
w1 w2 w3 w4

The rank ondition holds independently of the rate values ³
be ause
´ we ³an ´easµ3
ily verify that w1 + w3 = 0 and w2 + w4 = 0 sin e log µ1 + log µµ13 =
³
´
log µµ13 µµ13 = log(1) = 0 and similarly for w2 + w4 = 0.

Sin e theorem 2 applies, we an obtain the expression of π(m). To this end,
we rst solve the matrix equation r.C + wf = 0, that is to say:
−r1 + r3 + w1 = 0
−r1 − r2 + r4 + w2 = 0

r1 − r3 + w3 = 0
r1 + r2 − r4 + w4 = 0.

Then, setting r1 = r2 = 0, we obtain r3 = w3 and r4 = w4 from whi h we derive
(ri = log(yi )), y1 = y2 = 1, y3 = µ1 /µ3 , and y4 = µ2³/µ4 .´Hen³ e the
´ equilibrium

distribution of the SPN of Figure 1(a) is π(m) =

1
G

µ1
µ3

m3

µ2
µ4

m4

.

Example 2 The SPN shown in Figure 1(b), taken form [7℄, represents an SPN in

whi h the rank ondition is not satised
¶ of the rate values. The
µ independently
−1 2 −2 1
. This SPN is overed
in iden e matrix C is given by C =
1 −2 2 −1
by four minimal T-semiows whose support sets are ||x1 || = {t1 , t4 }, ||x2 || =
{t2 , t3 }, ||x3 || = {2t1 , t2 }, and ||x4 || = {t3 , 2t4 }. Only x1 and x2 are losed, but
they over T so that the SPN satises Denition 2. Then the SPN is a Π -net
and hen e there exists a positive solution for the tra equations. In parti ular
we obtain f (i(ti )) = µ1i for i = 1, . . . , 4. The ve tor wf is given by
´
³
´
³
´
³
´i
³
f (i(t2 ))
f (i(t3 ))
f (i(t4 ))
1 ))
,
log
,
log
,
log
log ff (i(t
(i(t4 ))
f (i(t3 ))
f (i(t2 ))
f (i(t1 ))
· µ ¶
µ ¶
µ ¶
µ ¶¸
µ4
µ3
µ2
µ1
= log
, log
, log
, log
µ1
µ2
µ3
µ4

wf=

h

Theaugmented matrix [C | wf ] is rowequivalent to the fully row redu ed mat1
0
0
0
 .. The rank onditions are w2 + 2w1 =
0
0
0
rix  −1
w1 w2 + 2w1 w3 − 2w1 w1 + w4
³
´2
f (i(t1 ))
2 ))
0, w3 − 2w1 = 0, and w1 + w4 = 0, whi h implies, ff (i(t
= 1,
(i(t3 )) f (i(t4 ))
³
´2
f (i(t3 )) f (i(t4 ))
= 1, and 1 = 1 respe tively. The rst and se ond onditions
f (i(t2 )) f (i(t1 ))
are the same and arise be ause there is more than one way to produ e the same
hange of marking. Substituting for the fun tion f , the rank ondition be omes
³ ´2
µ2
µ4
. If this ondition is met, theorem 2 applies, and, letting y2 = 1
µ3 =
µ1
h im1
f (i(t1 ))
gives y1 = f (i(t4 )) . Finally, πf (m) = µµ14
.

3

The

lass of

Π -nets

In this se tion we are interested in stru tural properties of Π -nets. We present
rst an important result whi h allows one to he k, in polynomial time1 , whether
a given SPN is or not a Π -net. Then, trying to position the lass of Π -nets with
respe t to lassi al stru tural lasses of PN, we show that there is no simple
relation between these lasses and Π -nets.

3.1 Membership problem
Algorithm Verify

Π -net

L←T
fail ← false
repeat

let t ∈ L
A ← {t}
In ← {i(t)}
Out ← {o(t)}
′
′
while ∃t ∈ L s.t. i(t ) ∈ Out do
S
A ← A {t′ }
′
L ← L \ {t
S} ′
In ← In {i(t
S )}
Out ← Out {o(t′ )}
endwhile

fail ← (In 6= Out)
/* if notfail then A is a FR ∗ lass */
until L = ∅ or fail
/* fail is true i the net is not a Π -net */

From the denition of Π -nets we an de ide if a given net falls in this lass.
The problem that arises is the omplexity of a straightforward appli ation of
Denition 2 be ause the number of minimal T-semiows an be exponential in
the number of transitions (e.g., [17℄). We present now an algorithm that allows
to re ognize whether a net is a Π -net in polynomial time. The soundness of the
algorithm is based on the following lemma (see [2℄ for the proof).

Lemma 1. If x is a losed support minimal T-semiow then (i) for ea h transition
© ti ∈ ||x||, x[i] =ª1 (x[i] is the i-th omponent of x). (ii) ||x|| may be ordered
as tj0 , tj1 , . . . , tjh−1 su h that o(tji ) = i(tji+1 mod h ) (for i = 0, 1, . . . , h − 1),
and l 6= l′ ⇒ i(tjl ) 6= i(tjl′ ).

Algorithm for Π -net membership The previous lemma states that a losed support minimal T -semiow an be seen as a y le of transitions tj0 , tj1 , . . . , tjh−1
su h that o(tji ) = i(tji+1 mod h ) (for i = 0, 1, . . . , h − 1). The algorithm Verify
Π -net exploits this feature for he king if a net is a Π -net.
1

Unless expli itly mentioned, all omplexity results in the paper are w.r.t. the size of
the net, i.e. the number of pla es, transitions, ar s and the binary representation of
valuations.

We point out that the algorithm yields a overing set of losed support minimal T-semiows (if the SPN is a Π -net). From then we an derive the routing
probabilities and the partitions of the set of transitions T into FR∗ - lasses.
From simple onsiderations we an see that both the inner and the outer
y les require O(|T |) steps. Hen e the omplexity of the algorithm that allows
to re ognize if a given net satisfy Denition 2 requires O(|T |2 ) steps.

3.2 Π -nets and other lasses of PN
As usual for Petri net models, it is interesting to examine whether it is possible
to stru turally hara terize behavioural properties of these nets and to dedu e
e ient he king of these properties. Sin e this is the ase for some well known
sub lasses of nets, we rst re all su h sub lasses and we ompare Π -nets with
them. For ompleteness, results in lude the lass of Π -nets whi h are introdu ed
in se tion 3.3.

w1
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Conversion of WTS Π -nets into MGs

The following lasses of Petri nets are parti ularly interesting for the analysis
of behavioural properties:
 A state ma hine (SM) is a Petri net with binary valuations where any transition has exa tly one input and one output pla e.
 A marked graph (MG) is a Petri net with binary valuations where any pla e
has exa tly one input and one output transition.
 A weighted transition system (WTS) is a Petri net where any pla e has
exa tly one input and one output transition (MG are spe ial ase of WTS).
 An extended free- hoi e net (EFC) is a Petri net with binary valuations
where two transitions, sharing an input pla e, have the same set of input
pla es.

Proposition 1. Comparing Π -nets with some lassi al sub lasses of Petri nets,
we have:
 If N is a WTS and a Π -net, then it is behaviourally equivalent to a MG.

 Every SM is a Π -net (and even a Π -net).
 There are MGs whi h are not Π -nets.
 There are Π -nets (and even Π -nets) whi h are non EFC nets.

Proof. Figure 2 explains the onversion from a WTS Π -net to a MG: in (a) we

hange the weights of ar s onne ting isolated pla es (k = w1 − w2 ); in (b), we
observe that any weighted Π - y le is just equivalent to an ordinary y le.
As a straightforward onsequen e of the denitions, every SM is a Π -net. In any
SM, r ve tors are 1p : null omponents ex ept on omponent p, input or output
pla e of a transition t. Taking ar = r for ea h r, we see that a SM is also a Π -net
(see below for denition of Π -nets).
A net with an idle pla e followed by a parbegin-parend with intermediate a tion
is a MG but not a Π -net. Note however, that any Π -net MG is a union of disjoint
y les, hen e a Π -net.
Finally, we will see that the net of Example 1 (Figure 1(a)) is a Π -net, and it is
learly not an EFC.

3.3 Π -nets
In this se tion we dene the lass of Π -nets whi h are exa tly the set of Π -nets
having a PF solution for any sto hasti spe i ation in ontrast with previous
results whose riteria are dependent on rates of transitions (see Example 2).
Moreover, we introdu e a more general dependen y of the ring rates of transitions with respe t to the global marking of the net system.

Denition of Π -nets Criteria found by several authors sin e the late 80's for

PF solution of SPN are only su ient onditions, and moreover, they are made
up of stru tural onditions and onditions on the sto hasti parameters of the
SPN. In sear h of a pure stru tural hara terization of PF solution SPN, we were
led to fully re onsider the on ept of "virtual lient state" of a Π -net system
in the ontext of routing pro esses and to deeply analyze how to hara terize
these states. In previous works, T-semiows identify on urrent "virtual lients"
a tivities. These a tivities are "syn hronized" by oni ting resour es allo ation,
that is shared input pla es of transitions. For what on erns pla es, they are
usually interpreted either as spe i resour es or as lients. But, indeed, this
interpretation does not allows us to express the PF property at a stru tural
level be ause virtual lient states do not redu e to pla e markings, even in a
Π -net. For instan e, in the example net 1 (gure 1(a)), we may think of t1 , p3 , t3
as bat h jobs pro essing (a tivity 1), and of t2 , p4 , t4 , p2 as intera tive work of
users (a tivity 2). The pla e p1 , modelling pro essor resour es, annot, alone,
hara terize the "idle" bat h jobs state. This is the ru ial point: in a Π -net,
we have no information about the state of the virtual lients in the net system
and this is the main reason whi h prevents us to state a ne essary and su ient
ondition for the existen e of a PF solution. A tually, we have found that virtual
lient states are hara terized by a relation v.C = r, where v is a ve tor on pla es
and r is a ve tor su h that r[t] = 1 if t adds a lient to the "state", r[t] = −1 if t

removes a lient and r[t] = 0 otherwise. The Π -net property expresses, by means
of rational ve tors ar , the relation whi h must hold between virtual lients states
of a Π -net and input/output ve tors of the net, to ensure that this Π -net has a
PF solution,
Moreover, this expli it relation on states of virtual lients allows us to model
the dependen y of the ring rate of a transition tj with respe t to the global
state of the system in parts (a tivities) of the net not related to the input/output
ve tors of transitions belonging to C(tj ). This kind of dependen y, introdu ed
by fun tions ρC(tj ) in the denition below, annot be taken into a ount in the
framework of Π -nets.
For the rest of this se tion, we set: • r = {tj ∈ T | o(tj ) = r} and r• = {tj ∈
T | i(tj ) = r} for every r ∈ R(T ).

Denition 3 (Π -net). A Π -net ( restri ted Π -net) is a Π -net su h that for
every r ∈ R(T ), there exists ar ∈ Q|P| su h that

 1
ar .C[P, j] = −1

0

if tj ∈ • r
if tj ∈ r•
otherwise

where C is the in iden e matrix of the net (note that this ex ludes transitions
th with i(th ) = o(th )).
The ring rate of a transition tj of a Π -net system in the marking m is given
by
¢
¡

.P[i(tj ), o(tj )]
µ(tj , m) = µ(i(tj )).ρC(tj ) (ar′′ .m)r′′ ∈C(t
(4)
/
j)
¡
¢
Positive, real valued fun tions ρC(tj ) (ar′′ .m)r′′ ∈C(t
make possible a homo/
j)
geneous dependen y of the transitions of the omponent C(tj ) w.r.t. the state
of the virtual lients in the other omponents, given by the ar′′ .m (see example
below).
Note that the omputation of the rational ve tors ar (or else the proof that
there are no su h ar ), may be a hieved in polynomial time with respe t to the
size of the net through a usual Gaussian elimination (but restri ted to rational
numbers).

The net of Example 2 is an example of a Π -net whi h is not a Π -net(see its
in iden e matrix in Se tion 2.3). Let us set r1 = {p1 }, so that • r1 = {t4 } and
r•1 = {t1 }. If we try to dene the ve S
tor ar1 = [a, b], we get a − b = 1 (sin e
t4 ∈ • r1 ) and a − b = 0 (sin e t2 ∈
/ • r1 r•1 ). Hen e, ar1 does not exist and this
SPN is not a Π -net. In fa t, t1 and t3 have proportional input and output bags
but belong to dierent T-semiows and no distin tion between these transitions
is possible from r1 = [1, 0, 0, 0].
The Π -net of Example 1 (see Se tion 2.3) is a Π -net. We have four input
ve tors r, belonging to two lasses: C1 = {r1 = [1, 0, 0, 0], r3 = [0, 0, 1, 0]}, C2 =
{r2 = [1, 1, 0, 0], r4 = [0, 0, 0, 1]}. The ar ve tors are
ar1 = [0, 0, −1, 0]
ar2 = [0, 0, 0, −1]

ar3 = [0, 0, 1, 0]
ar4 = [0, 0, 0, 1]

Let us assume that the rate of t3 depends on the load of t4 in su h a way that
if the marking of p4 is greater than K4 , t3 annot re (be ause no more resour e
is available for instan e). Moreover, suppose that the rate of t4 de reases linearly
from µM to µm with the marking of p4 varying from 0 to K4 . Then we an dene
½
¡
¢
if m[p4 ] ≥ K4
0
ρC(t3 ) (ar′′ .m)r′′ ∈C(t)
= µm −µM
/
if 0 ≤ m[p4 ] < K4
.m[p
]
+
µ
4
M
K4
sin e ar4 .m = m[p4 ] and we have still a PF steady state distribution.
Due to la k of spa e, we present in the rest of the paper, results without
fun tions ρC(t) . The reader will nd full version of the results in the te hni al
report [10℄.

Su ient ondition for PF-SPN We rst establish a su ient ondition for
a Π -net to have a PF steady state distribution, whatever the parameters (i.e.
rates of transitions) of the sto hasti spe i ation of the SPN.
Theorem 3. Let (P, T , W, Q, m0 ) be a Π -net. Then, for any transition rates,
the steady state distribution of the SPN has the produ t form
π(m) =

1
.
G

Y

ar ∈R(T )

µ

v(r)
µ(r)

¶ar .m

∀ m ∈ RS(m0 ),

(5)

where G is a normalization onstant and v is a solution of Equations (1).
Let us remark that this produ t form expression indu es, of ourse, a produ t
form with respe t to m, sin e:
m[i]

Y µ v(r) ¶ar .m
Y Y µ v(r) ¶ar [i].m[i]
Y
Y µ v(r) ¶ar [i]


=
=
µ(r)
µ(r)
µ(r)
r∈R(T ) pi ∈P

r∈R(T )

pi ∈P

r∈R(T )

Sket h of proof We give only a sket h of the proof (see [10℄ for a detailed
proof). The starting point is the so- alled the Group Lo al Balan e Equation for
a marking m with respe t to a given ve tor r whi h is a splitting of the equilibrium (Chapman-Kolmogorov) equations of the Markov hain with markings as
states:
X
X
π(m)
q(m, m−i(tj )+o(tj )) =
π(m+i(th )−o(th ))q(m+i(th )−o(th ), m]
tj ∈ r•

th ∈• r

(6)
Then using the expression of the rates q , we introdu e the proposed expression
and after simpli ation, we get:
X Y µ v(r′ ) ¶ar′ .(i(th )−o(th ))
µ(i(th ))P[i(th ), r].
µ(r) =
(7)
µ(r′ )
t ∈• r ′
h

r ∈R(T )

From i(th ) − o(th ) = −C[P, h] and the denition of ar , (7) an be shown equivalent to the Tra Equations (1).

Ne essary ondition for PF-SPN The result of this se tion proves that the

on ept of Π -net is the adapted one to apture the existen e of a produ t form
like the one of Theorem 3 for any sto hasti spe i ation of a Π -net. Combining
Theorems 3 and 4, the "Π -net property" appears as a ne essary and su ient
stru tural ondition for a net to have a produ t form steady state distribution
for any transition rates.

Theorem 4. Let (P, T , W, Q, m0 ) be a Π -net and v a solution of the Tra
Equations. If there is a family (ar )r∈R(T ) of rational ve tors su h that the distribution
π(m) =

Y µ v(r) ¶ar .m
1
.
G
µ(r)

∀ m ∈ RS(m0 ),

r∈R(T )

satises the Group Lo al Balan e Equations (6) for any (µ(r))r∈R(T ) , then we
have

 1 if tj ∈ • r
ar · C[P, j] = −1 if tj ∈ r•

0 otherwise

Sket h of proof (see [10℄ for a detailed proof). The Group Lo al Balan e
Equations for a given m with respe t to a given r are (see (7))
µ(r) =

X

Y

tj ∈• r r′ ∈R(T )

·

v(r′ )
µ(r′ )

¸−ar′ .C[P,j]

µ(i(tj ))P[i(tj ), r]

(8)

sin e ar′ .(i(tj ) − o(tj )) = −ar′ .C[P, j].
The idea is to express (8) as a multi-variables identi ally null "polynom" (i.e. extension of multi-variables polynom, with real valued exponents instead of integer)
on IR+ and to dedu e the laimed properties of the r ve tors from properties of
the oe ients of this "polynom". To this end, we introdu e the ve tors with np
omponents γ(tj ) and γ0 in the following way:
½
½
if r′ 6= i(tj )
ar′ .C[P, j]
1 if r′ = r
′
′
γ(tj )[r ] =
and γ0 [r ] =
ar′ .C[P, j] + 1 if r′ = i(tj )
0 otherwise
Using these ve tors, transformation of Equation (8) provides a "polynom" with
variables µ(r′ ). Via a te hni al result, it an then be shown that for all tj , the
set {tj ∈ • r | γ(tj ) = γ 6= γ0 } is empty, so that ∀tj ∈ • r, γ(tj ) = γ0 . The result
then follows from the evaluation of the numbers ar′ .C[P, j].
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Fun tional properties of PF-SPN

Although Π -nets and Π -nets are not easily omparable to standard lasses of
PN, they nevertheless enjoy spe i qualitative properties. This se tion rst
reviews liveness and deadlo k freeness in Π -nets; se ond, some results about the

omplexity of the rea hability and liveness in Π -nets and Π -nets are presented.
Finally, we expose results about the hara terization of rea hable markings in Π nets. Sin e we need to distinguish between stru tural and behavioural properties
of (S)PN, in this se tion, we denote by N = (P, T , W, Q) a SPN and by Σ =
(N , m0 ) a marked SPN (also alled SPN system ) with initial marking m0 .

4.1 Some behavioural properties of Π -nets
Liveness is an important property of Petri net systems. Due to importan e of
T-semiows in Π -nets, it is not surprising that liveness in Π -nets systems enjoys
parti ular properties that we present below together with related results. The
following lemma is a dire t onsequen e of Proposition 1.

Lemma 2. Let Σ = (N , m0 ) be a Π -system. If t ∈ T is enabled at m ∈
RS(m0 ), then,
(1) all transitions of all minimal losed support T-semiows to whi h t belongs
an be red.
(2) there is a ring sequen e that res all the remaining transitions in the FR∗ lass of t.
Proposition 2. Let Σ = (N , m0 ) be a Π -system.
1. If ∃ t ∈ T , enabled at m0 then Σ is deadlo k-free (DF).
2. Σ is reversible.
3. N is stru turally live (SL).
4. If there is an enabled transition in any FR∗ - lass in the initial marking, then
Σ is live. The onverse is false.
5. If Σ is live then Σ ′ = (N , m′0 ) with m0 ≤ m′0 is live too (i.e., liveness is
monotoni w.r.t the initial marking in the net).

Proof. We only give the detailed proof of (2).

If m0 is not a deadlo k marking, for any m ∈ RS(m0 ) there is a nite ring
sequen e σ = tδ1 , tδ2 , . . . , tδl su h that m0 [tδ1 im1 . . . ml−1 [tδl im. Now we prove
that there is a nite ring sequen e η su h that m[ηim0 . Let x be a losed
support T-semiow (not ne essarily minimal) su h that x ≥ σ . Sin e x is a
linear ombination of minimal losed support T-semiows, it follows from Lemma
2 that from m, x − σ must be rable and hen e m[x − σim0 .

Reverse of Π -net Finally, the next proposition addresses properties of the reverse net of Π -nets. The reverse net of a Petri net N = (P, T , W ) is N (−1) =
(P, T , W (−1) ), that is, the net with same pla es and transitions, but reversed
ar s (W (−1) (i, j) = W (j, i)). Note that (N (−1) )(−1) = N and that the in iden e
matrix of N (−1) is −C .
Proposition 3. Let N be a Π -net, Σ = (N , m0 ), and Σ (−1) = (N (−1) , m0 ).
1. The reverse of a Π -net (resp. Π -net) is a Π -net (resp. Π -net).
2. Σ is deadlo k free i Σ (−1) is deadlo k free.
3. The rea hability graph of Σ (−1) is the reverse of the rea hability graph of Σ .

4. Σ is live i Σ (−1) is live.
Proof. For spa e savings, we only develop proof of (3). If m0 is not a deadlo k marking, then from Proposition 2 (1) and (2), Σ is reversible. But in
any reversible Petri net, the announ ed property holds. Indeed, we have rst
RS(Σ (−1) ) = RS(Σ). Let m ∈ RS(Σ). Sin e Σ is reversible, there is a ring
sequen e τ su h that m[τ im0 . Therefore, m0 [τ (−1) im in Σ (−1) where τ (−1) is
τ with "reversed" transitions. Now, let m[tim′ in Σ . We have m′ ∈ RS(Σ (−1) )
and, obviously, m′ [t(−1) im. We have proven that the reverse of the rea hability
graph Σ is a partial graph of Σ (−1) . The result follows, applying the same proof
to Σ (−1) .
4.2 Complexity of liveness and rea hability problems for Π -nets
and Π -nets
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Redu tion of 3SAT to liveness in 1-safe Π -nets

Condition (4) in proposition 2 is only a su ient ondition. In fa t, he king
liveness seems no more easy for Π -nets, and even 1-safe2 Π -nets, than for many
2

A 1-safe marked Petri net is a (bounded) marked net with at most one token in
every pla e of every rea hable marking

other lasses of Petri nets. We have shown in Se tion 3.1 that the omplexity
of the omputation of FR∗ -Classes is polynomial time. But he king liveness
requires to verify that ea h FR∗ - lass is live. If some FR∗ - lass is not initially
rable, this is still a very omplex problem. Indeed the next lemma gives some
insight into this point.
We re all that for general Petri nets, Lipton's result
√
[16℄ implies a 2O( n) lower bound spa e omplexity for the liveness problem
(see [9, 8℄ for re ent surveys on de idability problems for Petri nets). In fa t,
we are able to give more pre ise results, although the exa t omplexity of the
rea hability/liveness for Π -nets still remains an open problem.
It has been shown in [6℄ that the liveness problem for 1-safe nets is PSPACE
omplete. The next lemma gives a lower bound of the problem for 1-safe Π -nets.

Proposition 4. The liveness problem for 1-safe Π -nets is NP-hard.
Proof. To prove it, we redu e in polynomial time the 3SAT problem to the

liveness problem for Π -nets, following the idea rst presented in [14℄. The 3SAT
problem is a well known NP- omplete problem. We have K logi al formulae
C1 , · · · , CK , ea h one being a disjun tion of three boolean variables vi or their
negation (−vi ), from a set of I variables: for instan e, Ck = v1 ∨ −v3 ∨ v6 . The
3SAT problem is: is there a set of values for v1 , · · · , vI su h that C1 ∧C2 ∧· · ·∧CK
is true? We explain the redu tion through the example C1 = v1 ∧ −v2 ∧ v3 ,
C2 = v2 ∧ v3 ∧ v4 (K = 2, I = 4) (Figure 3).
For ea h variable vi , we have two pla es pi and p−i and two transitions ti
and t−i . Ar s between pla es and transitions for vi are as indi ated in the gure.
We have also K sets of pla es pCk,i (the introdu tion of several pla es for ea h
C formulae ensures 1-safeness). If vi is in Ck (like v2 and C2 ) there is an ar
from t−i to pCk,i and one ar from pCk i to ti . In ontrast if −vi is in Ck (like
−v2 in C1 ), these ar s are reversed. Otherwise, there is no ar between ti , t−i
and pla e pCk i . Pla es detailed in the right dotted part ensure that the pla e
pCk will ontain at most one token (pC2x is a mutex pla e). Finally, we have one
transition ts1 (for Su ess) and we added pla e ps and transition ts2 to have a
Π -net and not only a Π -net.
We an easily verify that the net is a 1-safe Π -net. The initial marking is
hosen as follows: if vi is true, there is one token in pi and one token in pla e pCk i
if vi is in Ck ; if vi is false, there is one token in p−i and one token in pla e pCk i
if −vi is in Ck . In our example, we take v1 = v3 =false, v2 = v4 =true. Clearly
the formula is true for a given set of boolean values of variables if the transition
ts1 is live and the same for the rea hability of a marking with one token in ps .
Thus, there is still an open problem for Π -nets sin e the upper bound of
omplexity for general Petri nets is in PSPACE. By ontrast, the next proposition
provides an exa t hara terization of the omplexity of the problems for (1-safe)
Π -nets. This distin tive result strengthens the spe i hara ter of the Π -nets
lass.

Proposition 5. (1) The liveness and the rea hability problems for 1-safe Π nets are PSPACE omplete.
(2) The rea hability problem for Π -nets is EXPSPACE- omplete.

Proof. Due to la k of spa e, we only address the laim (2). For symmetri nets

systems, we know [5, 18℄ that the rea hability problem is EXPSPACE omplete.
A net is symmetri i for every transition t, there is a "reverse" transition t′
whose ring "undoes" the ee t of the ring of t, i.e., the input pla es of t are
the output pla es of t′ and vi e versa. Symmetri nets are learly Π -nets. Thus,
the rea hability problem is EXPSPACE-hard for Π -nets. But any Π -net denes
impli itly a symmetri net: for any transition t, we may add a reverse transition t′
without hanging the resulting rea hability graph, be ause the losed T-semiow
(without t) of transitions to whi h t belongs a ts exa tly as t′ when red in a
y li way. Thus, the rea hability problem for Π -nets is redu ible to the one for
symmetri nets, hen e in EXPSPACE, and nally EXPSPACE- omplete.

4.3 Algebrai properties of PF-SPN
The availability of a produ t form equilibrium distribution allows the development of omputational algorithms that are analogous to those developed for
produ t form solution queueing networks (e.g, [3, 4, 21℄). For instan e proposals for algorithms for the omputation of performan e measures throughout the
normalization onstant al ulus an be found in [7, 23℄. In [1℄ a set of Arrival
Theorems, similar to the analogous results developed for produ t form solution
queueing networks [25℄ was proven, leading to a Mean Value Analysis (MVA)
for the omputation of performan e measures for PF-SPNs. MVA for SPNs was
also studied in [24℄.
This last se tion dis usses rea hability markings properties related to the
solution of PF-SPN. For the development of omputational algorithms for PFSPN, the rea hability set (RS) of the SPN must be partitioned a ording to
ertain riteria depending on the parti ular algorithm. For instan e, the normalization onstant omputation algorithm requires a partitioning of the rea hability set that groups together all the markings with a onstant number of tokens in
a given pla e. It is then important to know if rea hable markings of a Π -net system may be hara terized, among all markings, by some spe i riterion based
on their value and stru tural elements of the net. The most ommon su h riteria
are the so- alled state equation and the one based on the minimal P-semiows
of the net. The di ulty then lies in the quality of those riteria, i.e. whether
they allow to sele t all rea hable markings and, only rea hable markings.
Let us re all that the state equation m = m0 + C.σ is an algebrai equation
that gives a ne essary ondition for a marking to be rea hable. The set of ve tors
m ∈ INnp su h that ∃ σ ∈ INnt : m = m0 + C.σ is alled the Potential Rea hability Set (PRS) of the net. Obviously, RS(m0 ) ⊆ PRS(m0 ). In the literature,
there are several proposals of omputational algorithms for PF-SPN. They use a
rea hability hara terization based on the minimal P-semiows. Therefore, another set of "potential" markings has been dened. Let B be the matrix whose
rows are the set of minimal P-semiows of the net. The Potential Rea hability Set with respe t to B is the set PRSB (m0 ) = {m | B.m = B.m0 }. Clearly,
PRS(m0 ) ⊆ PRSB (m0 ) sin e B.C = 0.
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An unrea hable marking belonging to one of these PRS is alled a spurious
marking (see [27℄ for a detailed study of several kinds of PRS). We show below

that, unfortunately, none of these two hara terizations is able to apture all
the pe uliarities of PF-SPN, that is to say that there are Π -net with spurious
markings for PRS (thus for PRSB ).
First we may have PRS(m0 ) 6= PRSB (m0 ) in Π -systems. This happens even
in su h simple ase as the Π - y le of Figure 4(a): the dead marking m1 = [1, 1]T
has the same dot-produ t with the P-semiow Y = [1, 1]T as the live one m0 =
[2, 0] although there is no σ ∈ IN nt satisfying the state equation m1 = m0 +C.σ .
For what on erns the hara terization of the rea hability set of a Π -net in
terms of potential rea hability set, the proposition below (we omit the proof for
sake of pla e) provides a rather positive result, but we give next, two examples
whi h prove that properties of Π -nets are not strong enough to prevent the
existen e of spurious markings.

Proposition 6. With respe t to the state equation,
(1) The potential rea hability graph of (N , m0 ) is equal to the reverse of the
potential rea hability graph of (N −1 , m0 ).
(2) Spurious markings (if they exist) annot be transient, i.e., if m ∈ PRS(m0 )\
RS(m0 ), then there is no ring sequen e σ su h that m[σim′ with m′ ∈ RS(m0 ).
The net of Figure 4(b) gives the rst negative result. For the unbounded Π net it is possible to see that m = [0, 0, 0] is a spurious marking. We an see that
for any initial marking m0 = [k1 , k2 , k3 ], m0 [tk11 im1 = [0, k1 + k2 , k1 + k3 ][tk21 +k2
im2 = [0, 0, 2k1 + k2 + k3 ]. Setting k = 2k1 + k2 + k3 we have m2 [(t3 t2 )k−1
im3 = [0, 0, 1]. Now "ring" t2 t3 the null marking is spuriously rea hed.
The net of Figure 4( ) gives another and denitive negative result. This Π -net
is bounded but it is possible to see that m = [0, 0, 1, 0, 1] is a spurious marking.
Indeed, from the initial marking m0 = [0, 1, 0, 0, 1] and with the "ring" of t2
we obtain the marking [0, 0, 1, 0, 1] that it is not a rea hable marking. Hen e we
have m ∈ PRS(m0 ) but m 6∈ RS(m0 ).

5

Con lusion

SPN with PF solution have been introdu ed some years ago as an extension of
losed form solution methods of QN to SPN whi h allow to model systems with
more omplex syn hronization s hemes. In this paper we have presented four
groups of new results giving a better insight in PF-SPN and allowing an eient handling of this lass of nets. We have rst established a polynomial-time
algorithm to he k if a given SPN is a PF-SPN. This is an interesting result, in
ontrast with the general omputation of T-semiows whi h may produ e an exponential number of T-semiows (with respe t to the size of the net). Then, we
have proven a rate independent stru tural hara terization of PF-SPN, whi h an
also be he ked in polynomial time. We all Π -nets the sub lass of Π -nets satisfying this riterion. Moreover, for Π -nets, we are able to dene transition rates
globally dependent of omponents of the net "not related with" the onsidered
transition, so that we an model omplex dependen y of a tivities on some other
ones. Third, we have investigated untimed properties for the lass of PF-SPN.
We have shown that Π -nets, and even Π -nets do not t in any standard lass
of PN. Nevertheless, we have proved spe i properties for deadlo k-freeness,
liveness and reverse nets for Π -nets. For what on erns liveness/rea hability in
Π -nets and Π -nets, we were able to somewhat rene omplexity bounds known
for general PN. Finally, with examples and one proposition, we have given some
answers, both positive and negative, to the problem of potential rea hability, i.e.
rea hability based upon stru tural properties of the net. The interested reader
will nd detailed proofs and full versions of results in [10℄.
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